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CHEMICAL MAKERS increasingly are turning to 
mechanical conveying, often to overcome the cost 
and limitations associated with pneumatic systems. 

For example, Nynas Bitumen, Ellesmere Port, 
U.K., a bitumen, bitumen emulsion and polymer 
modifi ed binders manufacturer, recently made the 
switch. � e company, faced with the need for a 
major upgrade, decided that opting for mechanical 
conveying would obviate two major problems of its 
pneumatic conveying system: the wear and tear that 
dry additives were having and the sizeable fi ltration 
system required.

Nynas installed four aero-mechanical conveyors 
and associated equipment from Spirofl ow Systems, 
Monroe, N.C. Ranging in length from 23 to 72 ft, the 
conveyors operate in vertical, inclined and horizontal 
directions and can handle 1.5 ton/hr of polymer ad-
ditives. Because there’s no net displacement of air, the 
plant doesn’t need any venting or fi ltration equipment. 
� e new system reportedly provides a substantial in-
crease in output and much improved process cleanli-
ness over the previous pneumatic system.

� e quest for better energy effi  ciency increasingly 

is driving the choice. “A typical pneumatic convey-
ing solution can use as much as ten times the energy 
consumption of one of our mechanical solutions. In 
the past this wasn’t an issue because a solution was 
proposed by engineering and procurement went out 
and bought it. Now procurement has a much closer 
understanding of plant operating costs. � is eff ect is 
even more profound in Europe, where operating costs 
are that much higher than in the U.S.,” notes Jeff  
Dudas, Spirofl ow’s CEO. 

Spirofl ow off ers fl exible screw conveyors and aero-
mechanical units (Figure 1), both with capacities up 
to 40,000 lb/hr. Its 2010 acquisition of Dynamet add-
ed both cable and disk and chain drag conveying to 
that portfolio. � e latter suits very heavy duty, 24/7, 
365-day/yr applications where servicing is diffi  cult 
and materials need to be moved up to 450 ft. “Heavy 
duty drag conveying is a real problemsolver especially 
for materials that are very heavy, very adhesive, or eas-
ily fl uidized. It makes them 100% conveyable,” notes 
president Michel Podevyn.

Testing of solids often is crucial to coming up 
with the optimum conveying solution. “You can 
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test two samples of the same material from different 
plants and each could need a different method of 
conveying; so we never set out with the intent to sell 
a particular solution,” says Dudas. He cites the case 
of two carbon black samples from different manu-
facturers tested last year. �ey had been processed 
in different ways, resulting in different particle sizes 
and shapes. “Both companies wanted to transport, 
bag and densify their carbon black, but each needed 
a different solution.” Spiroflow’s labs in Monroe and 
Clitheroe, U.K., so far have tested over 8,000 mate-
rial samples from customers.

“I wouldn’t like to guess how many samples of 
calcium carbonate we have tested over the years and 
many are totally different. But it is very important for 
our customers that the solution we offer gives them 
product consistency,” adds Podevyn.

Spiroflow also cites the importance of its systems 
group. “�is was set up to overcome a big change we 
have seen in customers over the last few years — en-
gineering outsourcing. So we have to be able to offer 
systems integration,” says Dudas. �e group also heav-
ily focuses on improving the automation of conveying 
technologies. “We fine-tune all of the equipment here, 
replicating, for example, path runs, throughput rates, 
drive speeds and angles. None of our competitors offer 
the same service,” boasts Podevyn.

Spiroflow sees two main challenges emerging from 
the chemical industry today: the demand to increase 
production while reducing costs, and new legislation.

“A good example of what the industry expects 
from us is highlighted by a project we are currently 
working on. A new U.S. molybdenum plant wanted 
a packing system that can handle 200,000 lb/hr of 
product. �e company only wants three people to run 
the packing facility. Adjusting to current economic 
activity, companies want to increase productivity 
without increasing headcount,” says Dudas.

“Coming down the line, we are seeing increased 
movements of safety standards more in line with the 
stricter requirements currently seen in Europe. We are 
gearing up for all our equipment to be designed and 
built to those same European explosion-protection 
standards. Environmental issues are becoming far 
more important, too, particularly cleaner air and a 
better working environment for operators within 
plants,” adds Podevyn.

ANOTHER CHANGEOVER

Dhunseri Petrochem & Tea Limited (DPTL), 
Haldia, India, produces 200,000 metric tons/yr 
of bottle-grade polyethylene terephthalate resin. 

�e facility relied on pneumatic conveyors to move 
truckloads of purified terephthalic acid (PTA) from 
ground level to a staging silo 115 ft above. However, 
the conveyors were proving costly both in terms of 
energy and nitrogen consumed by their compressors.

DPTL switched to a tubular drag conveying sys-
tem from Hapman, Kalamazoo, Mich. “After much 
research we realized tubular drag conveying would be 
the most efficient and effective means for conveying 
PTA powder. We chose Hapman because they pro-
vided a better design and robust construction of drag 
conveyor,” explains Subrata Mazumdar, DPTL senior 
general manager.

�e tubular drag conveyor (Figure 2) consists of 
a stationary outer casing through which a sprocket 
drive pulls a chain that has flights attached at regular 
intervals. �e endless chain and flight assembly 

AERO-MECHANICAL CONVEYORS

TUBULAR DRAG CONVEYOR

Figure 1. Two units transfer tin oxide from storage to packaging. Source: Spiroflow 
Systems.

Figure 2. Such units generally use far less energy than pneumatic systems. 
Source: Hapman.
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systems involving product fl ow 
design of multiple bulk products 
with tight controls and reaction 
time, coupled with highly accurate 
measuring, mixing and blending 
requirements, Zerbel says.

“I see two main reasons for this 
trend. First, economic uncertainty 
has caused companies to delay 
capital expenditures until a level 
of certainty is satisfi ed or until 
failure to act will create potential 
revenue and market share losses. 
Risking downtime and lost pro-
duction, they impose accelerated 
deliveries. Second, fl uctuation in 
market prices for raw materials and 
fi nished goods has caused unan-
ticipated and instantaneous high 
demand for certain end products. 
Many companies will release capi-
tal projects in an attempt to capi-
talize on macroeconomic factors if 
they can implement capital projects 
quickly. Accelerated project 
time for engineering, equipment 
manufacturing, and installation 
are becoming more the norm in 
today’s market climate. Finally, the 
lean nature of large manufactur-
ing companies requires increasing 
responsibility and accountability 
for critical-success-factor suppliers.

“We have changed internal 
processes to accommodate the 
shift in project cycle times. Our 
design engineering team focuses 
on a collaborative design process 
with the end customer and third-
party engineering company; we 
have revised our handling of in-
quiries to react to customer ques-
tions quickly and eff ectively; and 
we have optimized our production 
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